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■ beauty shop

Rejuvenated hair guaranteed
The hair care professionals at Derjers International (www.derjers.com)
guarantee their three-step system will treat and rejuvenate hair damaged by
colouring, perms and other chemical treatments. Used exclusively by
dermatologists and hair care clinics for more than 20 years, Rejuvé 3 ($31.95
8 oz, $55.95 16 oz) is an advanced therapeutic solution now available to the
general public.
The Rejuvé3 formula is a proven solution for hair woes, including:
preventing hair loss and stimulating growth; removing chemical build-up,
bacteria and debris; fortifying weak hair and scalp; relieving dryness, flakes and
itching; stopping breakage and split-ends; adding volume, shine; and
enhancing overall health and manageability. Working at the cellular level, the
formula unclogs pores and stimulates blood circulation in the scalp to promote
healthy hair growth and deliver nutrients and moisture to each hair follicle.
Step 1 is a soapless, non-irritating pre-shampoo cleanser that gently
removes hair follicle-blocking sebum that can slow growth and cause
premature hair loss. It alleviates dandruff and scalp itch and it will leave your
scalp feeling fresh and tingly-clean. Step 2 is a rich, lathering shampoo
enhanced with panthenol and essential oils, which nourishes scalp and
hair roots to stimulate growth and remove pore-clogging impurities.
The Step 3 conditioner moisturizes and restores health to your hair
with natural soya sterols, provitamin B5 and protein that penetrate
deep into the hair shaft, treating damaged areas. You’ll immediately
see new lustre and body.
Available at www.derjers.com

Edit
or’s Pick
Get your glow on

The sun may have set on summer, but that’s no reason to abandon
your healthy, dewy glow, thanks to Nars’ newest addition to the
Multiple line. The perfecting bronzing stick gives you a year-round, sunkissed radiance on your eyes, lips and cheeks. Available in three shades,
the Multiple Bronzer ($46) is infused with subtle golden shimmer to
create all-over warmth and contour for your entire face. It’s one of the
most unique products on the market today and is regularly voted best
product by beauty editors.
Available as of November exclusively at Holt Renfrew
www.narscosmetics.com

Nars line complements fashion’s bold hues
Nars fall 2008 collection complements the bold, solid hues and
ultra-feminine textures seen on the season’s fashion runways with a
clean, glowing palette of shimmering neutral tones. The velvety
eyeshadows ($26 single, $38 duo) give your eyes an alluring sheen
in a range of chocolate and shimmering ginger hues, while the sheer
lipsticks ($30) mirror fall colours of coral, cherry and mauve.
Available at Holt Renfrew, Sephora and select Bay stores
www.narscosmetics.com
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